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9 During this time, at the Muddles’ So, the Elddums’ army got ready to fight, and began its attack. camp, some scouts came back announcing that the Elddums’ army was coming, they said they wanted to free Michael, “held in captivity”. They had to send him to show he was not a prisoner, he was here by himself. As he had been told, Michael went and met the enemy and explained the situation. Then, Elizabeth kissed Michael as she was happy to see him again. Michael was surprised but he let her kiss him. After that, Michael and Elizabeth asked for a council, to settle the troubles between the two sides. Both of the Muddles and the Elddums



8 Reading this letter, Elizabeth believed that her brother was teasing her but as she didn’t find weren’t very enthusiastic but they accepted. During this council, both of the children tried to improve the relationships between the two sides, in vain. Facing this failure, they thought everything was lost, when entered a familiar face; it was the hermit. He explained that Elliot wasn’t killed by his twin brother, he saw everything, the Lilliputians were the killers. Michael asked his friend why he was there at this moment. And the hermit answered that he is Martin, Elliot’s 11



Victor & Louis Part II



ÂgÉ XÄ|étuxà{? \ ãxÇà àÉ à{x ^|ÇzwÉÅ Éy TÄxzxá|t àÉ ÑÜÉäx çÉâ à{tà |à xå|áàá cAfA wÉ ÇÉà ãt|à yÉÜ Åx yÉÜ w|ÇÇxÜA `|v{txÄÊ



Then Elizabeth landed in the Kingdom of Alegesia in the Elddum’s camp. There she met the King of the Elddums who told her that Michael should have been kidnapped by the Muddles. And he offered Elizabeth some help: he offered her to be the general of an offensive against the enemy in order to save Michael held in captivity. him, she thought he was in trouble. So she decided to go in search of her little brother. 10



Written by: -Victor Guillermin -Louis Florentin



Just a dream…?



While Michael was learning more about the Muddles and the Elddums’ story, Elizabeth worried about the reasons why Michael could not be back. When suddenly, a draught blew into her room through the window making a sheet of paper flying. She picked up the paper on which some words were written:



twin brother, he saw his brother being killed by the Lilliputians. But he disappeared because he was ashamed for not having been able to protect Elliot. However he now understands that his honour comes after peace.



had played together. Elizabeth understood nobody would believe them; so they decided together not to tell this story to anyone, it would only be a good memory.



Hearing this news, the Muddles and the Elddums decided to bury the hatchet and Michael and Elizabeth could get back to home. They woke up and wondered if this adventure had just been a dream; but as both of them had the same dream, they thought it should have been the truth. Then they told their mother their adventure but she didn’t believe them, she was just happy to see they 12



The End 13
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